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  ABSTRACT 

Data Science can be used in various areas in financial sectors like customer segmentation, profitability, high risk 

loan applicants, credit analysis, fraudulent transactions, cash management and forecasting operations. There 

are numerous risks related to bank loans both for the banks and the borrowers getting the loans and the 

number of transactions banking sectors is rapidly growing and huge data volumes are available. Banks need to 

analyze their customers for loan eligibility so that they can be specifically target good customers. In this project, 

an automated the loan eligibility process model have been created, based on customer details such as Gender, 

Marital Status, Age, Occupation, income, Property etc. The Decision Tree algorithm have been used to create the 

loan approval classification model. As the number of transactions in banking sector is rapidly growing and huge 

data volumes are available. Instead of using standardized schemes, this classification model can be used by 

bank managers for analyzing the customer’s behavior easily and the risks around loan can be reduced.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data Science is one of the most motivating and vital area of research with the aim of extracting information 

from tremendous amount of accumulated data sets. Going on is an era of simplifying almost all complicated 

works using computers. Manual processing makes the process slow and other problems such as inconsistency 

and ambiguity on operations. The analysis of risk in bank loans need understanding what is the meaning of risk. 

Risk in bank loans involve: credit risk, the risk that the loan won't be return back on time or at all; liquidity risk, 

the risk that too many deposits will be withdrawn too quickly, leaving the bank short on immediate cash; and 

interest rate risk, the risk that the interest rates priced on bank loans will be too low to earn the bank adequate 

money. Data Science techniques aid to distinguish between borrowers who pay back loans at the appointed 

time from those who don't. It also helps to expect when the borrower is at default, whether providing loan to a 

particular customer will result in bad loans. All processes related to banking sector could be analyzed using 

data mining to detect the customer’s behavior. It also helps to analyze whether the customer will make prompt 

or delay payment if the credit cards are sold to them. Many analysis have been conducted based on data science 

in the field of financial and banking sector. The goal of this project, is to focus on the loan evaluation process. 

The Decision Tree algorithm have been used to create the loan approval classification model using factors such 

as Loan_ID, Gender, Married, Education, Self-employed, Applicant Income, Coapplicant Income, Loan Amount, 

Property_Area etc.,. This model helps the bank manager to make the decision of whether the loan have to be 

approved or not to a particular customer. So that, Bank manager can classify the customers easily and 

accurately using this classification model. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Of course, sample data is required to support the implementation of machine learning utilising the Decision 

Tree algorithm. The information about different loan applications based on their configuration is shown in the 

table below. 

Sample information was collected from Kaggle.com.  
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Thealgorithm used as a Decision Tree Classifier that can be used to generate a decision based on a sample 

datasetbegins by choosing the highest gain attribute as the tree's root, then creating branches for each value, 

dividing the cases into branches, and repeating the process for each branch until all the cases in it belong to the 

same class. 

 

Figure: Flow of design and analysis 

 

Figure: System Architecture 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By using decision tree algorithm and by importing bank dataset in r language the decision tree clasiifies the 

data and the output predicted and acutal is given from 504 variables 296 has given loan approval and 208 has 

not given the loan  

 

Figure: Decision Tree Classifying the loan dataset 

 

Figure: Predicted values for approving loans 

IV. CONCLUSION 

It is simple for banks to predict anything through the use of machine learning and the Decision Tree algorithm, 

the customers are going to pay back their loans or not.  Decision Tree algorithm is used to build the 

classification and predictive model. Decision Tree Algorithm is very simple to understand and use. Accuracy is 

Increased by using this Decision Tree Algorithm. It is very handy and useful for the Bank Manager. We can 

Priorly Predict whether, the Customer can repay the Loan by using this Decision Tree AlgorithmThis model can 

be used to predict and classify the applications of loans that introduced by the customers to good or bad, by 
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investigate customer behaviours and previous pay back credit. Using this model bank manager can easily 

decide, whether to approve the loan request of the bank customers or not.  
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